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A fine-dinner finish: That's amari
By: Heather Kenny
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Grain alcohol is infused with herbs, spices or fruit to
make amari, which range in color and flavor. Nonino,
left, has caramel overtones, while Averna tastes of
bitter orange. Photo: Todd Winters

The perennial popularity of Italian wine means
that many sophisticated American diners can
confidently tell the difference between rustic
Chianti and smooth Valpolicella. But offer an
amaro after a fine repast, and there will
probably be some puzzled looks.

Amaro — which means "bitter" in Italian — is a
type of digestivo, or after-dinner drink intended
to cap a meal. Ranging in color from amber to
dark brown, it's made by infusing grain alcohol
or some other distillate with herbs, spices and
fruits. Its herbal content, including obscure roots
and herbs such as quinine bark, orris root and
milk thistle, are said to have medicinal qualities
to settle an upset or full stomach, while flavors

like mint, anise and orange please the tongue. Hence the Italian tradition of partaking of a glass after
a large dinner — but only a small one, as the alcohol content can reach a whopping 45%.

According to Chicago Wine School director Patrick Fegan, amaro probably got its start as a way to
recycle spoiled wine. "People would add things to it like fruit juice, raisins, things to make them
sweeter or bring out other flavors, including spices and herbs," he says. Monks tinkered with their own
recipes, marketing them as medieval health tonics. Even today, major producers keep their
ingredients as top-secret as the recipe for Coke.
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flavors. Cynar ($13.99), made from artichokes — it's better than it sounds — is also imported.

But "there are all kinds of small things that are over there that never get over here," says wine expert
and writer Tom Hyland, who teaches at Chicago's Beverage Tasting Institute. In an area of Umbria
known for its black truffles, local shops carry amaro made from the fungi. One of Mr. Hyland's regional
favorites is Barolo chinato (pronounced "kee-NAH-toh"), in which the esteemed wine is macerated
with quinine bark, cinnamon and cloves.

Other unusual digestivi similar to amari include nocino ("noh-CHEE-noh"), made from walnuts, and
mirto, a Sardinian specialty made from myrtle berries. Some of these variations can be found online

Limoncello — the syrupy, lemony concoction drunk ice-cold — is well-known, but Mr. Hyland cautions
that its popularity has spawned many inferior brands. He suggests sticking with producers located
around the southern Italian city of Sorrento; "that's where the true limoncello is made." One of his

Joe Esposito, 51, a private investor who lives in Lakeview and has visited Italy annually for the last 20
years, likes to search out different types of amari when there. "When I'm eating out, I'll ask for
whatever the local specialty is. I'll have whatever they recommend," he says. "Or at Sam's (Wine &
Spirits), I'll try something new if they have something interesting."

At home he introduces dinner guests to the custom, serving his favorite brand, Averna, a full-bodied
amaro from Sicily redolent of bitter orange. Sometimes it's a hard sell, but "among people who have
been abroad, it's very popular," Mr. Esposito says.
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